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A

nother edition of
Women’s Hub is here.
Trust me when I say
it is a loaded one.

On our cover this
week is EZIAFAKAKU NWOKOLO,
and her career shift is raising hope in
families again. Find out what this is
about, you will be inspired.
Nike Folagbade and Dr Maymunah
Kadiri will be writing on relationships
and personal health. I am looking forward to their articles as they begin this
journey with us. Nike kicks off with 5
tips for reconnecting with an emotionally distant spouse while for Dr
Maymunah, for our personal health to
thrive, a functioning health care system is key.
We begin our luxury section this week
by displaying beautiful cartier watches and luxury living designs from
Versace, Dolce & Gabbana, Trussardi
Casa, Bentley Motors, and Bugatti. I
wasn’t surprised at Versace and D&G
doing furniture, but when classy car
makers decide to go into home furniture, you can tell it is coming with the
magnificent opulence that they stand
for.
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For travel and leisure, I go down
memory lane and shared my experience visiting where Martin Luther
King Jnr was born and grew up.
For personal finance this week, it is
about ‘When you need to spend money to make more money’.
It hurts when one is played. Our story
‘He played her, now she is filled with
regrets’ tells more.
‘How to be vulnerable to shame and
live unapologetically’ is another must
read. From the topic, you have an idea
of what it is about.
‘Be careful where you get medical advice from’ tells the story of a couple.
The husband almost lost his life due
to his wife’s error. This is thoroughly
informative.
For food, it is sweet potato pancakes
and salmon croquettes. For fashion,
Sevon Dejana is steadfastly serving us
jaw dropping designs.
Enjoy

Associate Editor, BusinessDay
kemi@businessdayonline.com
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E ziafakaku Nwokolo, is a Board Certified Behaviour Analyst

(BCBA), Qualified Behaviour Analyst (QBA) and Advanced
Certified Autism Specialist (ACAS). Notably, the only BCBA
in Nigeria and one out of 7 QBAs in the country.
She is the Founder and CEO of Shades of Life Care Limit-

ed (SOL), a centre that provides assessment, diagnosis and
intervention strategies to families with children that have
behavioural challenges, Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD),
as well as intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD).
The facility also offers training and supervision services to
behaviour analysts and technicians in Nigeria.
In addition, she currently sits as a member of the Internation-

al Standards Committee of the Qualified Applied Behaviour
Analysis (QABA) Credentialing Board, and is a member of
the Association for Behaviour Analysis International (ABAI).
T hrough her work with SOL, she is helping improve access

to ASD and IDD support in Nigeria, while also building and
equipping an army of behaviour analysts in Nigeria, who uphold this mission and strengthen it further.
A lso, Eziafakaku is the founder of Shades of Life Foundation

THE CHALLENGES
OF PROVIDING
PROFESSIONAL
TRAINING,
COMPETENT
SUPERVISION AND
ETHICAL PRACTICE
RESTS HEAVILY
ON QUALIFIED
BEHAVIOUR
ANALYSTS (QBAS)

(SOLF), an NGO that was created to give indigent families the
financial support needed to provide their children with autism
and other neurodivergent needs access to the best therapy and
resources. She has also organised and sponsored a ‘Ride for
Autism’ cycling program in partnership with Cyclotron, to
create a culture of awareness and acceptance for autism.
Upon graduating, her career began in the Oil & Gas sector,

working with Chevron Nigeria Limited. Having risen through
the ranks over the course of 20+ years, with prestigious positions, an enviable salary and other benefits, she made the decision to leave the company, even though she had not reached
the age of retirement, and still had great prospects within the
company. Her gut instincts told her it was time to accomplish
a higher purpose, so she followed her intuition, which led her
to the dynamic world of behaviour analysis.
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What memories of your growing up years
would you like to share?

M

y childhood was filled with lots of
love, adventure and fun. Having parents who were both teachers and a
father who was an ex-soldier, meant
order, discipline and timeliness. These
qualities were engrained very early in life and have played
a great part in who I am today. Including uncles and aunts
who challenged me cerebrally.

Tell us about being a Board Certified
Behavior Analyst (BCBA), Qualified
Behaviour Analyst (QBA) and Advanced
Certified Autism Specialist (ACAS)
These are just a bunch of alphabets strung together. I say
that because the letter killeth but the spirit that’s meant to
be is that of rendering professional and ethical service based
on the knowledge and skills acquired through the trainings. The service includes assessments, diagnosis, training
and interventions for individuals who have developmental
disabilities that fall within my area of competence. This is
done using the science and principles of Applied Behaviour
Analysis (ABA).
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given that families who travel for assessments and diagnosis
abroad always get sent to me. This is because there’s an open
register of all certificants maintained by the BACB. It’s overwhelming as there’s a limit to the number of cases we can
take on. The QBA is from the QABA which is more international. The challenges of providing professional training,
competent supervision and ethical practice rests heavily on
QBAs. So one has to be very careful. I’ve also been touted
as being uppity and too know. I’m proud and happy about
what God has allowed me to accomplish, and the role he’s
set for me to play. He directs my path and teaches my hands
to war. There’s a difference between the number of QBAs
trading and those certified. To become a QBA, one has to
first have a master’s degree, complete 270-hours of ABA
coursework and 1500 hours of supervised fieldwork, then
sit for and pass the board exam. These things cost money.
Also, our people are yet to understand the true value of not
just rendering ethical service but practicing within their
competencies. Given this process, I’m sure you’ll agree with
me that the consumers have a role to play in driving these
numbers up.

Why was Shades of Life Care Limited (SOL)
founded?
The company, which is really the staff and clients gives me
great joy. It’s a ministry of sorts because we don’t charge as
we should, given the caliber of staff we have. We have BCaBAs, QASP-Ss, RBTs, ABATs, clinical and developmental
psychologists. Our focus is on delivering professional, ethical and quality service which will enable our clients acquire
socially significant and independent skills.

Finding out you daughter is autistic, how
was that experience?

OUR PEOPLE ARE YET TO
UNDERSTAND THE TRUE VALUE
OF NOT JUST RENDERING ETHICAL
SERVICE BUT PRACTICING WITHIN
THEIR COMPETENCIES

Share on being the only BCBA in Nigeria
and one out of 7 QBAs in the country.
Shouldn’t the numbers be more?
Let me start by sharing a bit of background information.
The qualification BCBA is from the Behaviour Analyst Certification Board (BACB) a US institution; and was up until
2023 open to anyone in the world to obtain. However, given the BACB’s announcement in 2019, that come January
2022, international certification will no longer be offered,
we switched to another US-based program from the QABA.
Therefore, my being the only BCBA in the country is probably a double-edged one because, I made up my mind and
went after what I wanted before the announcement by
BACB. It is an interesting but challenging position to be in,

Finding out that my daughter had developmental gaps
which required intervention was a new level for me. I kept
diaries and charts of milestones for all my children which
was how I noticed that she was behind her older and younger siblings. She also had other behaviours that were different, food selection, not interested in other people and
non-vocal at age two and a half. While praying, I was also
speaking to my friends and colleagues at the time about
these observations. We then saw the doctor who asked a few
questions and then told us she had autism. “What’s that?”
I queried. Hubby and I went off to do our research, while
the doctor took us through a few things and what had to
be done. It wasn’t easy as I was working but we pulled in
and leaned on our family members and started intervention
both locally and internationally. She had 3 years of intervention before she started school. Through her, we’ve learnt
quite a lot and I’ve also been able to utilise and tie my parents’ teachings and training into the situation. I’m a fighter
and I tackle things head on; I’ve also been called ‘thatcher’
due to my approach to situations. If I don’t have an evidence
based explanation for what I’m being asked to do, I don’t do
it. These are the qualities that I used to tackle the situation.
I also didn’t treat her differently. Yes, it took longer to train
up certain skills in her but by and large, she’s acquired them.
She’s 21+ now and lives independently. We’re still teaching
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SHADES OF LIFE
CARE LIMITED (SOL)
WAS BORN OUT OF
MY NEED TO ADD
VALUE TO OUR
ENVIRONMENT, BE
A PROBLEM SOLVER
NOT COMPLAINER. I
HAVE A DAUGHTER
THAT’S GIVING
AUTISM FOOD FOR
THOUGHT. SOL WAS
AS A RESULT OF HER
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FINDING OUT THAT MY DAUGHTER
HAD DEVELOPMENTAL GAPS WHICH
REQUIRED INTERVENTION WAS A NEW
LEVEL FOR ME
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and training up skills as a child with autism grows up
to become an autistic adult. There’s no cure or quick
fix, but it can get better if we as parents are patient. I’ve
just started a series on siblings perspectives as they’ve
not been given a voice. I pray and hope that as my
children and other siblings share, people will be more
equipped to live with and deal with their children who
have autism or other developmental disorders.

Tell us about being a member of the
International Standards Committee
of the Qualified Applied Behavior
Analysis (QABA) Credentialing Board,
and a member of the Association for
Behavior Analysis International (ABAI)
There’s a limit to what I can share about being an
ISC member because we signed a non-disclosure
agreement. However, part of what I do is to represent
Nigerians and speak up for our needs and interests
regarding becoming professionals and access to information. I also monitor with the help of other people,
how those who have been credentialed by the QABA
are practicing. I get complaints from different people
especially in this era of social media madness. I can’t
say it enough, the clime is changing, so those in the
field must be careful and mindful of what they’re doing and how they practice. The era of charades and
practicing outside or ones area of competence is
drawing closely to an end. ABAI is a body that allows
behaviour analysts disseminate their work. It also provides us with the platform to gain more information
and knowledge, and the connections we require to
keep us informed; a requirement for maintaining our
certification.

TO BECOME A QBA,
ONE HAS TO FIRST
HAVE A MASTER’S
DEGREE, COMPLETE
270-HOURS OF
ABA COURSEWORK
AND 1500 HOURS
OF SUPERVISED
FIELDWORK, THEN SIT
FOR AND PASS THE
BOARD EXAM. THESE
THINGS COST MONEY
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What is ’Ride For Autism’ cycling program
in partnership with Cyclotron about?
I’m an athlete and one of the sports I love is cycling. Cyclotron is my cycling club and I figured I could approach the
leadership and discuss the opportunity of riding for a cause.
Since they agreed, Shades of Life sponsored the ride as a
CSR. I spoke on autism and gave them some basic statistics
and also encouraged them to raise more awareness about
the disorder. I invited parents who felt comfortable sharing
their experiences to come and speak. In the process, we had
at least 3 cyclists who opened up about their children. That
was part of the aim; the more people speak about autism
the more people will realize that it’s not a death sentence

I PRAY AND HOPE THAT AS MY
CHILDREN AND OTHER SIBLINGS
SHARE, PEOPLE WILL BE MORE
EQUIPPED TO LIVE WITH AND DEAL
WITH THEIR CHILDREN WHO HAVE
AUTISM OR OTHER DEVELOPMENTAL
DISORDERS
and that help is available. We had nearly 70 people in attendance. Events like the ride for autism, is something that
we’d like to keep doing especially through our foundation
arm, Shades Of Life Foundation, but we need funders and
partners.

20+ years with Chevron and leaving before
retirement age, share the story of that
move
I was also at a point where my salary would have been increasing but there were a lot of us in the same age bracket
with limited positions. I like to be busy and if I don’t feel
I’m adding value, I move. It actually came as a surprise to
my friends and HR especially as by their metrics, there was
no reason for me to retire early. However, I’d wanted to go
on a study leave but all sorts of things started coming up
and retirement solved the problem. Immediately I retired
in June, I went straight to school. I starting my trading as a
registered behaviour technician (RBT) then BCaBA, set up
SOL and went off to do my MSc in ABA-IDD in the UK. It
was tough as I’d been out of Uni for nearly 30years. While
I was completing my masters, my husband said, ‘Oh, you
should do a PhD’ and I gave him a side eye. But I wrote my
PhD proposal in less than 24-hours, got supervisors and got
accepted into the program in the same University. So, I’m
still a student.
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You have developed yourself extensively
in understanding autism. Would you say
that the experience with your child has
therefore been a blessing in disguise?
Yes. Like I say to people, there’s no coincidence just ‘Godcidence.’ Everything in life is an opportunity to learn and
give back.

On your ongoing research, what are the
potential benefits to Nigeria?
My research is focused on the adolescents; validating existing screening and diagnostic tools for autism and also developing a screening tool for intellectual disability. Most tools
used are free and downloaded from the internet due to cost.
These tools focus on early childhood, birth to 36months and
are not culturally sensitive. But focusing on adolescents; 1126yrs, is also because a lot of parents hide their children, are
in denial or just don’t understand the magnitude of their
child’s problems and by the time they’re getting to secondary school, its no longer something that can be hidden. I’ve
come across lots of situations like this. So if we have tools
that will help us screen these adolescents that are easily accessible at not too expensive rates, then we can recommend
the appropriate next steps, policies can be formulated and
the list goes on. The tools are such that extensive training
isn’t required to use them, another challenge faced by our
professionals.

What words of encouragement do you have
for parents with special needs children?
They need to be patient. There’s time for everything. Ask
questions of and from those who want to work with your
child. Ask to see their qualifications and their supervisors.
Who trained them? Sending your child off to school when
they don’t have basic skills is not the best. Most importantly, be involved! Don’t relegate your child’s development to
just anyone even those qualified. It’s the same trend I see
with Nannies bringing up children I see in this instance, no
child should be raised by a nanny especially these vulnerable ones.

IF I DON’T HAVE AN EVIDENCE BASED
EXPLANATION FOR WHAT I’M BEING
ASKED TO DO, I DON’T DO IT
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WHILE AT CHEVRON,
BESIDES BEING TIRED
OF WAKING UP BY 3AM
TO GO START WORK BY
7:30AM OR FLYING UP
AND DOWN FOR WORK,
I KNEW IT WAS TIME TO
STOP
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THERE’S NO CURE OR QUICK FIX FOR
AUTISM, BUT IT CAN GET BETTER IF WE AS
PARENTS ARE PATIENT
What can/should individuals, corporates
and the government do to support this
advocacy better?
Individuals should be understanding and seek to learn more
about situations they don’t understand or know about rather than stigmatising. Other professionals should not feel
threatened but see the opportunity to work together. I recall
a friend pointing in the direction of someone who was doing some work in this field, and when I approached the individual, they just said, I shouldn’t worry, that I should just
keep going , and that I’ll be fine. Corporate entities should
invest in what adds value not showmanship. For instance, I
approached some organisations for support to buy some of
the research materials based on their values (one said they
support research) and nothing happened. Thanks to family that rallied round. If after this interview, an organisation
approaches us for partnership or sponsorship, it’ll be great.
We have the Shades Of Life foundation that caters to those
who can’t afford services. We want to do more trainings for
parents, assessments and diagnosis, but we are limited by
funds and support. Corporate sponsorship will help achieve
this. The government should aim to provide the platform
for policy making to be easy, not putting clogs in the wheel.
The government is us, we shouldn’t wait to have the problem
as individuals before we start aligning with those in the fore.
I remember when I was incorporating SOL, the CAC folks
kept saying I should get a psychiatrist or psychologist, or
similar professionals before they could register me. I stood
my ground and told them that there’s a whole new world
out there and I’m a valid and bonafide professional in my
own rights. It took a year and God’s intervention, and today,
anyone can incorporate an entity with behaviour analysis
in its article.

MY RESEARCH IS FOCUSED ON THE
ADOLESCENTS; VALIDATING EXISTING
SCREENING AND DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS
FOR AUTISM AND ALSO DEVELOPING A
SCREENING TOOL FOR INTELLECTUAL
DISABILITY
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BEING THE ONLY BCBA IN NIGERIA
IS PROBABLY A DOUBLE-EDGED ONE
BECAUSE, I MADE UP MY MIND AND
WENT AFTER WHAT I WANTED
How are you living life daily and balancing
all you are doing and involved with while
staying positive?
I compartmentalise things. There’s a time for my phone
to be answered and a time for it to go into ‘do not disturb’ mode. I empower my team to do a lot of what they’re
trained for. I aim to be a leader not a manager. I have time
to do my exercises and when I have to sleep, I do so even if
it means shutting down by 5pm. Nothing is an emergency
per se. If someone is dead, I can’t raise them from the dead.
That’s God’s prerogative. If something is broken, look for the
solution/next line of action. I’ve also trained my children to
live their lives as if there’s no daddy or mummy. This doesn’t
mean that they run amok, we still make inputs, but they
take the lead now; the youngest is 19+. They were trained in
the family values very very early. So they know the expectations and boundaries. So, once the pressure points have
been shared, I can let my hair down. Above all, I’m not in
control of my life, Jesus is, and as far as I keep that in the fore
of everything, I’m good.

In conclusion
For parents, remember faith without works is dead. While
you’re praying, please get your child the relevant help. Look
for professionals who are verifiable, don’t be so desperate
that you fall prey to the devourer therapists out there. For
organisations, times are hard, yes, but your CSR budget can
be spent wisely and better. To the government, help us to
help this population. Then my professional colleagues, let’s
truly collaborate. Collaboration is essential in this field.
Money shouldn’t always be in the fore. I’m not saying we
shouldn’t make money as businesses but the clients first. To
those out there practicing outside of their competencies,
kindly desist from this behaviour, it’s evil. Develop yourself
if you truly want to be in this field.
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FOR PARENTS,
REMEMBER FAITH
WITHOUT WORKS IS
DEAD. WHILE YOU’RE
PRAYING, PLEASE
GET YOUR CHILD THE
RELEVANT HELP

Women’s Hub
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CORPORATE ENTITIES
SHOULD INVEST IN
WHAT ADDS VALUE NOT
SHOWMANSHIP
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How To Be
Vulnerable To
Shame And Live
Unapologetically!
B Y G L A D Y S A G WA I

S

“Vulnerability is about showing up and
being seen. It is tough to do that when we
are terrified about what people might see
or think.” Brene Brown

hame is an emotion that is experienced by
everyone having a wide-ranging impact
on your mental health. The experience of
shame comes from so many things, such
as, appearance and body image, sexuality,
family, motherhood, parenting, inability to have a child,
education, professional identity, mental and physical
health, aging, religion, or surviving trauma. Shame can
cause you to feel trapped and powerless, leading to social withdrawal, isolation, and self-destruction. Brené
Brown defines shame as “the intensely painful feeling
or experience of believing we are flawed and therefore
unworthy of love and belonging.” At the core of shame
is worry about what others think. Women take shame
to another level. You do everything perfectly never let-

ting them see you upset. Be gentle with yourself and
the men in your circles creating a safe environment to
be vulnerable to share shame in a safe space.
Shame is an epidemic in every culture. It grows from
secrecy, silence, and judgment. Shame impacts how
you parent, work, and how you look at yourself and
other people. You can overcome shame by becoming
vulnerable through empathy for yourself and others.
Vulnerability refers to “the quality or state of being exposed to the possibility of attack or harm, either physically or emotionally.” It is the bridge you must build
and cross to have better connections. One of the best
ways to create a bond, attract others, and make people
connect to you is by being vulnerable about who you
are, what you want, and your intention to build a gen-
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uine relationship. You must be willing to receive any kind of
outcome and hear feedback from another side, whether it is
positive or negative. Being vulnerable is not easy because of:
•

Judgment from others

•

Worry that your vulnerability will be used against you

•

Inability to trust

•

Past traumatic experiences

There is risk to being vulnerable, but it is the only way to
know who cares about you and accepts you for who you are.
It is your bridge to have better connections. Being vulnerable is the core, the center, and the heart of your human experience. Vulnerability and being open to shame are your
strengths. Even though it can be uncomfortable, being vulnerable can birth love, joy, authenticity, and creativity in
your life. You can let your guard down and be seen for who
you truly are. Embrace it knowing that it will make life fuller. You are vulnerable to shame when you say I love you, try
something new, or share a difficult experience or struggle.
You will miss your reward when you choose to avoid these
situations. Global cultures traditionally resist and fear emotions with negative views toward those who express their
vulnerabilities as “being weak” or “too sensitive.” That is a
lie.
To cope with shame, you must:
• Understand Shame versus Guilt: With guilt, there is a
reason attached to it, “I did something bad.” Shame is an internal feeling of unworthiness “I am bad.” even when there
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is no explanation to justify your shame.
•

Be Kind to Yourself: Be aware of your self-talk.

• Know Your Self-Worth: Who you are, and your values
is more important than what you do.
• Talk It Out: Acknowledge your shame and be open to
being vulnerable to talk about it to those you trust. Their
show of empathy can go a long way to put your shame into
perspective. Brené points out that the less you talk about
shame, the more power it has over your life.
• Reach Out to Others: Shame is a fear of disconnection.
Connecting with others helps you feel less shameful and
alone.
Emotions play a significant role in every aspect of life. They
compel you to act and influence the decisions you make.
Emotions help you to survive and avoid danger, understand yourself and others better and to help others understand you better. Attending to your emotions can make
you much stronger and resilient. But you are still prone to
judging them or not giving them the attention, they need.
Lori Gottlieb says, “Do not judge your feelings; notice them.
Use them as your map. Do not be afraid of the truth.” When
you avoid or minimize your feelings, you tune out important clues about who you are and what you may need limiting your capacity for self-understanding. You can work on
finding healthy ways to deal with uncomfortable emotions.
By normalizing, confronting, processing, and becoming
vulnerable to difficult emotions like shame, you will emerge
unapologetically resilient.

“Vulnerability is the birthplace of innovation, creativity, and change.” Brene Brown

Gladys Agwai is the Founder of Ignite Within and
an International Author, Speaker, Life Coach, and
Trainer. She transitioned as a business owner in
2014 after spending 30 years as a global corporate
executive within IBM in the US, Nigeria, Ghana,
and Kenya. She is the author of Dumped! NOT
Dumped
On! How to stop reliving the negative impact of re-

jection in your life, business, and career! and
IMPOSTER: Five Strategies to Your Authentic Self.
Gladys helps professionals and leaders who want to
make organizational, career, and life transitions
gain the clarity and right mindset required to take
uncomfortable actions to achieve sustainable success. She can be reached at ignitewithin.org
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PERSONAL FINANCE

WHEN YOU NEED
TO SPEND MONEY
TO MAKE MORE MONEY
SOLA ADESAKIN

O

nce upon a time, whenever some children
passed by an old man's
house on their way
home from school, they
would always hit sticks on the balcony
railings in a playful manner.
The owner of the house, an old man
called Pa Gabbs, who had been bothered
by the noise for a long time, came up with
an interesting idea, since scolding the kids
did not work.
One day, he called the children over to
him... "Children, the noise you make
sounds very nice, I will give you a pound
a day if you keep going like this.” So he
gave the kids a pound a day. In the second
week, he called the children over again:
"Children, my money is scarce. I can only
give you fifty pence, not a pound. "
After three weeks had passed, the old man
called the children over to him for the last
time and said: "Children, unfortunately,
I have no money, so I can't give you any
more."
To the children, it was now an issue of "no
money, no noise" and so they stopped hitting the sticks on the balcony railings, and
that was the end of the noise for Pa Gabbs.
Did you see how he stopped the children's
noise without using excessive force or
wasting his energy shouting at them?
A friend shared this fable with me, and
it simply shows that there are mature

and peaceful ways of solving problems,
with money—if we really give thought
to them. And yes, money can solve your
financial problems too, because the principle adopted by Pa Gabbs applies to your
finances.
A lot of people deal with financial struggles, especially in a year such as 2022,
which has seen inflation ravaging many
economies and ecosystems around the
globe.

Although it's good to save money and
have a budget, but, reducing your expenses won't make you financially free at the
end of the day
Managing your expenses is encouraged,
but reducing them is not sustainable, in
order to avoid financial burnout.

Most of the financial struggles people
have are usually about not having enough
money to meet their needs and not necessarily about having too many obligations
to settle.

.
Sola Adesakin (FCA, FCCA CPA MBA) is a Personal/ Business Finance
Coach and Chartered Accountant with over 20 years of hands-on experience. She is passionate about helping people understand the "make-manage-multiply money" message, maximize their resources, achieve their
crucial financial milestones and build true wealth through the concept of
financial planning.
As a financial enthusiast, Sola is an advocate for SDG5 and SDG10, with a
firm belief in achieving gender equality and reducing inequality via financial literacy and access to funding. Sola is the author of currently eight (8)
published books and several unpublished articles in the public domain. She
has recently been admitted into the Forbes Coaching Council, as she continues to leverage global alliances and partnerships to amplify the money
message around the world.
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T

he door to the private
room opened and Mrs
Askira tiptoed inside to
avoid waking her husband up. He had just
come out of a coma and was beginning to
respond to sounds. It was a pure miracle
that they didn’t lose him, God had sent
timely help to them or else the story would
have been different. Her own enthusiasm
rooted in ignorance was the main cause
of this and she would never have forgiven
herself if her husband had died.
Mark Askira was a business development
expert that worked with multinational companies and his job often involved
travelling to different countries with very
little sleep or rest. His average nightly
sleep time was 4 hours on a very good
night, and many nights were not good.
His job came with a lot of pressure and
it was not surprising that soon, his blood
pressure was raging uncontrollably. It
didn’t help that his diet was mostly fast
food on the go, heavily supplemented
with energy drinks.

BE CAREFUL
WHERE YOU GET
MEDICAL ADVICE FROM
DR. AGILITY OBI-IHESIE

BUSINESS DAY
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He loved his job, he loved that adrenaline rush that came with closing deals, he
loved the travelling and the opportunity
to visit different countries, he loved all of
it. His blood pressure wasn’t just cooperating with him. He had regular appointments at the clinic but all the lifestyle adjustments he’d been asked to make were
simply not feasible.
One day his wife Amina came home and
excitedly showed him several brightly coloured packets containing supplements.
“Sweetheart, the best thing happened today. The solution to all your health challenges is finally here. This company came
to the office today to market these supplements. They said they will cure your
blood pressure completely and you can
go off your anti-hypertensive medication.
They also brought this one that is good for
stress relief and can help you sleep well.”
His wife had always looked out for him
and he trusted her completely. He was

won over by her enthusiasm and the fact
that he would stop taking his blood pressure meds completely. Amina told her
husband how the supplements were to be
taken and he commenced immediately,
packing them with him for his next international trip which was due in 2 days.
When he thought about how he would be
free from his doctor’s wahala, he laughed
out loud. Now everybody could finally
rest.
Five days after Mark travelled, Amina
was called to come to the company clinic urgently. When she got there, she was
taken to the room where Mark was, unconscious. He had slumped while abroad
and was stabilized and brought back to
Nigeria in an air ambulance, remaining
in a coma for a couple of days. It was the
most painful sight of her entire life, moreso, because she had introduced him to
this new “treatment.”
Mark remained in the hospital for another
two weeks and on the day of his discharge,
Amina was present while the Consultant
Physician spoke with him. “Mark, this
was a really narrow escape for you. You
are one of the few people I know who
has survived this type of incident with no
deficits at all. I just want to know why you
thought that going off your anti-hypertensive medication was a good idea.”
“Hmmm, Doctor”, Mark started while
Amina looked down. Mark noticed her
countenance and put his arms around
her shoulders. He knew how she was
still beating herself up over what had just
happened. “Doctor, someone introduced
these supplements to me some weeks
ago with the promise that they would
cure my hypertension completely. I also
considered them because I thought they
would be a faster way of regaining my
health back without any lifestyle changes.
I should have at least showed you before
commencing but I was just excited.”
“Mark, you should know that many of the
people selling these supplements have no
medical qualification. It is a purely commercial venture for them and they are
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driven by the profit they make. You need
to be careful where you get medical advice
from and please stick to expert advice.”
The Askiras thanked him and as they left
his office and continued to thank God for
a narrow escape.

.
Dr Agility Obi-Ihesie (Dr Purejoie) is a Consultant Pathologist, Entrepreneur, Life and
Personal growth strategist, and
wholesome living advocate. She
is the Founder of Dr Purejoie
Skincare, a safe ethical skincare
brand in Nigeria, and Dr Purejoie Consulting where she helps
individuals gain clarity and
develop strategies for personal growth, relationships, and
healthy wholesome living.
She holds a MBBCh degree
from College of Medicine University of Calabar, a FMCPath
Fellowship in Pathology from
National Postgraduate Medical
College of Nigeria, a Certificate in Project Management in
Global Health from University
of Washington and a Certificate
in Entrepreneurial Management from Enterprise Development Centre, Pan-Atlantic University (CEM51 Class). She can
be reached at agility.obiihesie@
gmail.com.
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HER, NOW
SHE IS FILLED
WITH REGRETS
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he sat down staring into
nothingness. Ameh was
in shock. The news she received was devastating to
her. She felt like something
heavy had crushed her. Her friends, Jane
and Oluchi, were speaking to her, but she
couldn't speak. Her mind had travelled
to a very distant place. She had tried several times to summon up words, but her
thoughts kept drifting, trying to make
sense of what had just happened. She also
felt something had shot off her windpipe,
blocking her from speaking. This is so unbelievable, it couldn't happen to her. Osas
had left her!
Ameh's 2nd year wedding anniversary to
Osas was in a few days, to be precise, in
five days' time, and he runs off with the
company secretary with an unbelievable
sum of money and very important documents. It sounds cliche, but Ameh felt like
her own was different. She would have to
count her losses thrice. First it was her
parents, now a husband to whom she gave
her all, and now her inheritance.
Ameh had known Osas for years, when
they were in their teens in church. She
hadn't really liked him or thought much
of him, even though he was good looking.
She was who you would call 'a good girl',
leading prayers in children's churches
from a young age. She was the only child
of her parents Mr and Mrs Igbinosa who
were elders in the church and quite well
known in and outside the church. Her
father was a wealthy man, and her mother dedicated herself to taking care of the
family and church activities.
Ameh didn't follow her peers in their
teenage frenzy who wanted to experiment.
She was quite informed and remained focused. While her friends went to parties,
she was either at home reading her books
or in church leading prayer meetings. She
was very pleasant, respectful, and focused
on her faith and studies. She had dreams
of becoming a medical doctor.

Then she met Osas...
Ameh and Osas started the "courting" in
Ameh's 3rd year in Medicine and Osas'
3rd year in Agricultural Engineering at
the University of Benin. He chased her for
close to a year and finally got her. From
then on, things were a whirlwind for
Ameh. She felt bad for him and did the
dutiful thing letting him take control. She
took him home to meet her parents one
day and him being in the same church,
her mum was okay with their relationship,
but her dad wanted her to date one of his
friends' sons, with whom he had tried to
connect them in the past year unsuccessfully. Osas proposed a year after he graduated and Ameh accepted. This was in her
5th year.

end of her first year anniversary, her parents attended a wedding in another state
and got involved in a car crash, killing
them both and their driver. Ameh was too
devastated to hold herself together in the
months after. It was during this time that
Osas started a relationship with her dad's
secretary.
Now, it has culminated into something
that she may never recover from. He has
been her rock since her parents left the
world. Now he's done this! Could men
be this callous? As she tries hard to comprehend his act of wickedness, she wishes
nothing for him but hell.

Osas had just completed his youth corps
and was retained at his place of primary assignment, a private school. "How
much would he earn, for God's sake?"
her father asked her irritably one day.
He didn't think Osas was capable of taking care of his daughter. Her dad advised
that he should get a stable job with better
pay before heading to the altar. At least
that would stall Osas's plans to marry
his daughter for now. Given the way the
competition in the job market is stiff, it
may take him three to five years to secure
a better job. Perhaps that would give his
daughter time to get back to her senses.
He never expected that Ameh would fall
in love with a boy like Osas. How would
he present it to his friends that Ameh
would be getting married to a boy working at a private school and barely earning
N30,000 as his take home pay.
But Ameh was their baby and after much
pleading, her dad decided to help out and
bring Osas into the business instead. Osas
did very well in the first year. By the second year, he was handling major business
affairs for the company. Her parents had
trusted him so much as he would become
their in-law and Osas played his card so
well. They eventually got married. At the
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.
Awunli Eghosasere is a writing
consultant that helps leaders
and professionals birth their
thoughts and ideas into books.
She is also the founder of hapiwify.site, a digital platform
that curates resources to help
young women unlock their potential.
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ersonal health refers to
the ability to take charge
of your health by making conscious decisions
to be healthy. It isn’t only
about the wellbeing of the body alone but
also about your mental health which is a
course I have been championing for several years. It also includes other areas like
occupational, social, emotional, spiritual
and economical aspects of your personal
existence.
As I will be a frequent writer of this section in Women’s Hub, let me start by calling the government to order on the state
of our health care system in Nigeria. For
our personal health to be okay, it shouldn’t
be disrupted by an ineffective health care
system but sadly, that is the case.

PERSONAL HEALTH

FOR OUR PERSONAL
HEALTH TO THRIVE, A
FUNCTIONING HEALTH
CARE SYSTEM IS KEY
D R . M AY M U NA H Y U S U F K A D I R I
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It’s going to be another day of celebration
for Nigeria as October 1st 2022, a day to
celebrate Nigeria’s independence is here
again, and this comes with all the different
shades of merriment.
With COVID-19 global pandemic still
ongoing, and the nature of our fragile
healthcare sector, you will think the government should be more proactive in ensuring this system is prioritised and fixed
because we all know that health is wealth,
but no! because there is a toxic mix of
problems plaguing our society from poor
hygiene, inaccessibility of quality health
care, corruption, malnutrition, lack of
access to safe drinking water, poor health
infrastructure, fake drugs, insufficient financial investments, and lack of sufficient
health personnel.
Our government’s performance in the
health sector has been abysmal and this
is quite unfortunate being a Nigerian. Investment in infrastructure has been poor,
and meager remuneration for health
workers has created a massive brain drain
and exodus to the USA, Canada, Saudi
Arabia and Europe. The annual budget
of the government for the health sector
is approximately 5% which is less that the
agreed 15% as pledged in the Abuja dec-

laration of 2001by the AU countries. Till
date, only 2 countries in Africa have been
able to achieve that, Rwanda and South
Africa where Nigeria is supposed to be
the ‘Giant of Africa’.
There is hardly a year that passes without
a major national strike by health workers.
There is an ongoing one by the National
Association of Resident doctors, NARD
for the past 2months. The major reasons
for these strikes are poor salaries and lack
of government investment in the health
sector. Unfortunately, many Nigerians
cannot afford private hospitals because
they are simply too expensive.
Financing has been shown to be a major
problem for patients in Nigeria because of
out of pocket payment in order to access
quality healthcare. With this in mind, one
would think that management of the National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS)
through the Health Maintenance Organisations (HMOs) would help people secure
better quality health care. Lack of political
will and corruption have crushed this opportunity and made quality medical care
inaccessible for people who contributed
to the system.
The health sector, just like other key sectors in the country such as education
has failed largely due to inept leadership.
It’s a shame our health system is failing.
The multilateral organisations and donor
countries that are also beginning to go
through donor fatigue are aware of these
challenges, but there’s little they can do to
improve the situation.

WAY FORWARD
I’m a very proud Nigerian doctor living
and working in Nigeria because not all of
us will japa (relocate). I strongly believe
we need all hands on deck for Nigeria
policymakers, the health professionals,
including those in the diaspora to come
together and create a long-term blueprint
for the sector. This should include a strategy for success in the next 20-30 years
with timelines and key performance in-
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dicators. This blueprint must be followed
through to include health care financing,
universal health coverage among others a
reality. It’s only through this we can begin
to see a more productive Nigerian for a
healthy society.

.
Dr. MAYMUNAH YUSUF
KADIRI (aka DR. MAY)
is popularly referred to as
“The Celebrity Shrink,” She
is a multiple award winning
mental health Physician, advocate and coach. She is the
Medical Director and Psychiatrist-In-Chief at Pinnacle Medical Services, Nigeria,
prominent in the application of
innovative clinical approaches
in the management/treatment
of a wide range of psychological, emotional, and behavioral
related disorders. Dr. Kadiri
is a Consultant Neuro- Psychiatrist with almost 20 years’
experience as a practicing
Physician. She is a trained and
certified Rational Emotive and
Cognitive Behavioural Therapist from Albert Ellis Institute,
New York, USA. She is also a
certified Trauma Counsellor
and Neurofeedback Practitioner.
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experiencing a temporary season that, if
well-handled, you will end up becoming more
confident with a thriving marriage.

3. Speak your spouse's love
language
Discover what makes your spouse tick and
do more of it. Shower your spouse with compliments on what they have done, how they
look, the progress they are making in their
businesses or attitudes.

RELIONTIONSHIPS

There are five love languages:

5 TIPS FOR
RECONNECTING
WITH AN
EMOTIONALLY
DISTANT SPOUSE
NIKE FOLAGBADE

T

here are seasons in some
marriages where you wake
up having regrets over your
choice of partner. The constant conflict and mutual
resentment you nurse towards each other can
breed this feeling. Some reasons of wallowing
in the state of regrets are, unmet needs and
unresolved issues.
What does it mean to be emotionally unavailable? It is a situation where spouses live
together but are emotionally apart. You relate
like strangers but sleep on the same bed; you
lack connection on many levels.

•

Words of affirmation

•

Physical touch

•

Quality time

•

Acts of service

•

Gifts

your home, why not let some things be, by
processing the matter with an understanding
posture? Through empathy, try to discover
your partner's inner child by pursuing friendship; no one is entirely difficult.

A volatile home can alter a previously confident spouse into a desperate, insecure, suspicious or judgmental spouse. Likewise, the act
of controlling and monitoring your spouse
makes you lose yourself.

Here are five ways you can handle the situation.

Also, no matter what the case may be, respond
to your spouse with a posture of honor. Engage in fun activities together and avoid forcing your opinions on your spouse.

2. Elevate your identity

A way out is to intentionally work on your
mindset. Seek emotional stability through
counselling, therapy, empowering resources
such as books and inspiration online articles, and most importantly, build a relationship with God — this will earn you solace in
stormy situations.

Here, identity means that you must separate
the issues in your marriage from who you are.

Know that you are neither a failure nor inadequate nor a problem. You are simply

1. Maintain a peaceful
environment
You can enjoy peace when you learn to postpone certain conversations till the time is right
for them. If you frequently suffer conflicts in

If you apply these tips consistently at different
times in your marriage, you will see yourselves
reconnecting on a deeper level. Your marital
goal would shift from being the good person
in your marriage to maintaining an intimate
friendship.
I hope this helps you. Ask questions, if you
have any or reach out to me on www.nikefolagbade.com

4. Focus on the positives

Sometimes, send it as a text message and just
say, "I remembered how much you've been of
help to my project and how you've been taking care of our children. I want you to know
that I'm grateful."
If you're a woman, you could just say "I wanted to thank you for paying our children's
school fees and most of all, for being a responsible father." Just focus on the things they
have gotten right, no matter how insignificant
they are.

Certain attitudes can aggravate the tense situation. For instance, where the woman habitually brings up sensitive issues using a wrong
approach or where the man adopts a master-servant relationship in the marriage.

Focus on what you think can be done better.
Be patient with your spouse and try not to
over-express yourself. When receiving feedback, refrain from being defensive. Your focus
should be on the positive outcome you desire.

Which of these would your spouse appreciate? Can you act on it this season, even if it
would take some time before your intimacy
bounces back?

In this season, I want you to recall all the good
things that your spouse has done and begin to
see them intentionally.

I know this may sound difficult for those in
toxic marriages. However, I encourage you to
try and focus on what your spouse has done
better in the past. Let the thoughts cheer up
your heart and renew your hope in God.

5. Communicate intentionally
Observe a good time to talk about what you
feel is wrong in the marriage. In the course
of the conversation, boost your spouse's ego,
express your feelings and ask questions — do
away with judgmental condemnation and
criticisms.
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.
Nike Folagbade is a family life coach
and counsellor. She is the founder
of Nike Folagbade International.
She's a Master Practitioner of Neuro-Linguistic Programming and
Results Coach; an Associate of
Family Systems Engineering and a
certified emotional intelligence and
anger management coach. Equally, she's a SYMBIS facilitator, who
helps engaged and married couples
prepare for the 'before and after' of
their marriages.
Nike has written over seven books
including 'Get The Ring', 'Untold
Secrets That Wreck Marriages',
to mention a few. Her signature
course, Warrior Brides Network,
has created a movement of single
and married women (in over 10
countries) please visit her website
www.nikefolagbade.com
She is also the founder of the ‘Love
and Life Hub’ platform that equips
singles and married with the right
knowledge on love, dating, marriage and purpose.
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Bentley

TANK LOUIS
CARTIER WATCH,
$9,550.00
Tank
Louis
Cartier
watch, small model,
quartz movement. 18K
yellow gold (750/1000)
case, beaded crown set
with a sapphire cabochon, silver-grained dial,
blued-steel sword-shaped
hands, mineral crystal,
alligator-skin strap 18K
yellow gold (750/1000)
ardillon buckle.

Bentley

with a blue synthetic cabochon-shaped spinel, satin-brushed silver dial with
sunray effect, Roman numerals, blued-steel sword-shaped
hands, sapphire crystal. Strap
in black alligator leather, with
steel ardillon buckle.

PANTHÈRE DE
CARTIER WATCH,
$29,900.00
Panthère de Cartier
watch, medium model,
quartz movement. Case
in yellow gold 750/1000
set with brilliant-cut diamonds,
dimensions:
27 mm x 36 mm, thickness: 6 mm, crown set
with a diamond, silvered
dial, blued-steel swordshaped hands, yellow
gold 750/1000 bracelet,
water-resistant to 3 bar
(approx. 30 meters).

heads in 18K yellow gold (750/1000),
pear-shaped tsavorite eyes, black lacquer
spots and nose, gold dial, blued-steel
sword-shaped hands, sapphire crystal,
18K yellow gold (750/1000) strap.

PASHA DE CARTIER WATCH,
$26,100.00
LA PANTHÈRE DE
CARTIER WATCH,
$77,000.00
La Panthère watch, 22.2 mm,
quartz movement. 18K yellow
gold (750/1000) case set with
128 brilliant-cut diamonds
totaling 1.08 carat, panther

SANTOS-DUMONT
WATCH, $5,400.00
Santos-Dumont watch,
small model, high autonomy quartz movement. Steel case, 18K rose
gold (750/1000) bezel,
steel beaded crown set
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Trussardi Casa

Pasha de Cartier watch, 35 mm, mechanical movement with automatic
winding, caliber 1847 MC. 18K rose
gold (750/1000) case, bezel set with 48
brilliant-cut diamonds totaling 1.15 carats, fluted crown cap and crown set with
sapphires, silver flinqué dial, blued-steel
diamond-shaped hands, 2 navy blue and
purple alligator-skin straps with "QuickSwitch" interchangeability system.

BUSINESS DAY
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Trussardi Casa

LUXURY LIVING
Luxury Living Group is a leader in the
design, manufacture and distribution of
luxury furniture for some of the most
important brands on the international
scene: Versace, Dolce&Gabbana, Trussardi, Bentley Motors, and Bugatti, as well as
its own brand, Luxence Luxury Living.

Bugatti

Bugatti Home interprets
the values of the super sports car
brand founded in 1909 in Molsheim, Alsace by Ettore Bugatti. Exclusive leathers,
the rare sodalite gemstone, a reminder of
Bugatti Blue, Striato Olimpico marble and
extremely soft high-performance technical fabrics, enable luxury and technology
to be combined.

Craftsmanship, fine materials and passion
for results are the assets that has driven
the Luxury Living Group for over 40 years
in producing and distributing furniture.

TRUSSARDI CASA
Trussardi Casa involved Leonardo Talarico, Elisa Ossino, Lanzavecchia+Wai and
Matteo Agati to give life to a collection of
furniture inspired by conviviality, hospitality and inclusiveness, which joins the
collection designed by Carlo Colombo.

VERSACE
The Versace Home collection is created as
part of a collaboration between Versace
and Luxury Living Group. The project in-

Versace

BUGATTI

BENTLEY
The Bentley Home collection has been interpreting the luxurious personality of the
automobile brand since 2013.
Versace

tegrates fashion, luxury and living to offer
a global experience of the Versace world.

The silhouettes, precious materials and
iconic shapes of Bentley Motors have
been translated into a new language intended for the home.
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TRAVEL/LEISURE

MY MEMORIES OF
VISITING THE HOME OF
MARTIN LUTHER KING JNR
KEMI AJUMOBI

M

artin Luther King Jnr
was born and lived at
501 Auburn Ave NE,
Atlanta, GA 30312,
United States.

I remember clearly how anxious I was to
see where he lived. My first point of visit
was the visitor’s centre, however, before I
got to the visitor’s centre, I passed by the
historic Ebenezer Baptist Church, where
King was baptized and where both himself and his father, Martin Luther King
Snr. were pastors. I saw his grave site and
that of his wife, which was quite emotional for me. I stood there for a few minutes
and got lost in thought of how these two
outstanding individuals lived their lives
selflessly for the betterment of others. Not
too far from their grave site is ‘The Eternal
Flame’, which symbolises the continuing
effort to realise Dr. King’s ideals for the
‘Beloved Community’.
I also saw the Freedom Hall and historic
fire station. While at the visitor’s centre,
we were taken around and shown various
items that explained happenings at MLK’s
era. All of which are so many, but one of
the items I found fascinating were shoes
worn by great black Americans who had
passed on like President, The Memorial Foundation, Washington D.C, Harry
E. Johnson Snr, The Honourable Calvin
Smyre, Georgia State Representative,
Columbus Georgia, Civil Rights Attorney, Chicago Illinois, Thomas N. Todd to
mention a few.
After the tour round the visitor’s centre,
visiting the home where Dr. King was
born and lived the first twelve years of his
life was truly my highlight of my visit to
the park.

The home is open for tours on a daily basis, except thanksgiving, Christmas and
on New Year's day, with the first tour at
10:00 am and the last tour at 4:00 p.m.
Tours are limited to 15 people.
The tours are filled on a first-come, firstserved basis. No advanced registration or
phone reservations are accepted. Upon
arriving at the park, you proceed to the
information desk located inside of the
visitor’s center to sign up for a tour. Once
you are signed up, feel free to visit the rest
of the park while waiting for your tour.
Groups (school, family reunion, youth
and so on) are limited to signing up for
only 3 tour times per day for a total of 45
people. After signing a group, the group
leader is responsible for dividing the
group appropriately and seeing that the
people arrive for their tour on time.
I had gotten my ticket and waited for the
next set which I belonged to. We were
guided by a ranger who took us to our
first point of call, a building not too far

from where MLK Jnr. was born. They
shared with us the dos and don’ts, and
one very painful one was that we were not
allowed to take any pictures of the inner
part of Martin’s home. This experience
will go down in history for me as one of
the best 30minutes experience of my life.
In 30 minutes, we learnt about the life of
a young M. L. King. We entered the house
which comprised of the first and second
floor. We were shown the parlour, stairway, dining room, kitchen, study, guest
bedroom, parent’s bedroom, boy’s bedroom (games the boys loved to play), the
side porch and more...by the time we were
done with the tour, we all felt inspired and
enlightened.
There was a sense of fulfillment knowing
that we were in the house of the man who
had a dream, whose dream became reality
in his absence when Barrack Obama became the first black American President
of The United States of America. Legacy
worth celebrating indeed, what is your
dream?
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SEVON
DEJANA
Yeah...it is exactly how I want you to feel,
proud to be a Nigerian!
In the midst of various perceptions about
Nigeria, aside our undisputable place in the
entertainment industry globally, fashion
is something we do excellently, whether
as buyers or makers of these gorgeous
masterpieces, we do fashion right.
How can this truth even be argued about?
When an outstanding designer like Sevon
Dejana is steadfastly serving us jaw
dropping designs.
From celebrities, to everyday people who
just love fashion, Sevon Dejana is that
master maker of exquisite designs for you
to look dashing at that special occassion.
See you in one soon!

Women’s Hub
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SALMON
CROQUETTES

S

almon Croquettes are panfried, protein-packed, breadcrumbed rolls made with
salmon and aromatic herbs.
Crispy on the outside with a
soft and tender center. They make a quick
and tasty appetizer, breakfast, or dinner
fix. They’re also very budget-friendly and
simple to make. Indeed, the perfect treat
for the whole family!

INGREDIENTS

MEALS
TO ENJOY
By ImmaculateBites

•

1 14.75-ounce can (418.16 g) salmon, drained and flaked

•

2 eggs, lightly beaten

•

½ cup (75 g) onion, diced

•

½ teaspoon (3 g) garlic, minced

•

1 cup (125 g) breadcrumbs, divided

•

1 teaspoon (1.80 g) white pepper

•

1-2 green onions, diced (about ¼
cup)

•

½ -1 teaspoon (2.3 – 4.7 g) hot sauce

•

1 teaspoon (2.60 g) Cajun seasoning

•

¼ teaspoon (1.42 g) salt, adjust to
taste

•

1 egg (optional for breading, see
note)

•

oil (for frying)

INSTRUCTIONS
• Drain the liquid from the canned
salmon into a measuring cup. Flake the
salmon into a large bowl, and set aside.
•

In a large bowl, gently mix the

canned salmon, eggs, onion, garlic, ¼ cup
breadcrumbs, white pepper, green onions,
hot sauce, Cajun seasoning, and salt.

towels and serve warm with remoulade
sauce.

• Grab about 2-3 tablespoons of the
mixture, then shape it into a croquette using your hands into an oval shape – just
like an egg. Repeat the process until the
salmon mixture is all used up.

TIPS & NOTES:

• Lightly dip the croquettes into the
extra egg mixture until it is completely
coated. Then roll them in breadcrumbs.
Set aside.
• Heat a small non-stick frying pan
with medium-high heat, then add about
½ cup of oil. Let the oil heat until it reaches about 350℉/177℃.
• Gently place croquette in oil using
a frying spoon, if needed, then fry about
two minutes per side or until golden
brown. You may have to do it in batches to
prevent the croquettes from getting soggy.
•

Transfer to a plate lined with paper

• You may dip them in lightly beaten
eggs before coating them in bread crumbs
for extra crispness.
• If you’re not a fan of anything canned,
you may poach a one-pound salmon fillet,
then simmer in a lightly seasoned liquid,
flake it once cooked, and proceed to the
next step.
• After mixing all the ingredients, let it
sit for 15 minutes in the fridge to firm up
before you start rolling them.
• If planning on pan-frying, then
shape them into patties to cook more
evenly.
• Please keep in mind that the nutritional information is a rough estimate and
can vary significantly based on the products used in the recipe.
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SWEET POTATO
PANCAKES

W

hat can be more
magical
than
having
Sweet
Potato Pancakes
for breakfast?
They’re buttery, fluffy, and soft! They have
the perfect amount of sweetness oozing
with comforting goodness from cinnamon and nutmeg, filling the air with a
beautiful aroma and screaming nothing
but pure delight.

INGREDIENTS
•

2 cups (300 g) all-purpose flour

•

1 teaspoon (6 g) salt

•

2 teaspoons (10 g) baking powder

•

1 teaspoon (5 g) baking soda

•

½-1 teaspoon (1.3-2.6 g) cinnamon

•

¼-½ teaspoon nutmeg

•

2 large eggs

•

2 tablespoons (25 g) light brown sugar, packed

•

2 tablespoon s (25 g) granulated sugar

•

1 cup (270 g) sweet potatoes, mashed

•

1½ cup (12 ounces) buttermilk

•

1 teaspoon (5 ml) vanilla extract

•

¼ cup ( 57 g) butter, melted (plus
more cold butter for griddle)

INSTRUCTIONS

of the pancakes or finishing breakfast.

• In a large bowl, combine flour, salt,
baking soda, baking powder, cinnamon,
and nutmeg if using any. Whisk to combine thoroughly.

• Remove and serve immediately with
syrup and butter.

• Next, add the beaten eggs, brown
sugar, granulated sugar, mashed sweet potato, buttermilk, and vanilla extract.
• Gently fold with a rubber spatula until just combined. Pour in melted butter.
You will have a thick batter. Do not over
mix.
• Heat a lightly oiled cast-iron or heavy
frying pan over medium-high heat. Scoop
about ¼ cup of the batter in mounds onto
the cast iron. Don't overcrowd the pan.
You may need to spread the batter if it is
too thick.
• Fry on one side for about 2 minutes or until bubbles start to appear on
the surface and edges of the sweet potato
pancakes.
• Flip, then cook the other side for another minute or two until golden brown.
Gently flatten them, using the back of a
spatula or spoon to even out the batter.
Repeat until the pancake mixture is finished.
• To keep the sweet potato pancakes
warm, place them on a baking sheet in a
250℉/120℃ oven while cooking the rest

TIPS & NOTES
• Cooking your sweet potatoes first is
a must! So you can easily mash or puree
your sweet potatoes.
• For a smoother texture, use pureed
sweet potatoes instead of mashed.
• Spread the batter thinly to ensure
that they cook through evenly.
• Be careful of how hot the pan gets.
You might need to adjust the temperature
from time to time, depending on the pan
and stove. I cook mine on medium-low.
• Let the batter cook until many bubbles form before flipping.
• You can keep your pancakes warm
by putting them inside the oven heated at
250℉/121℃ while finishing the batch. Or
serve them as you go.
• Leftover sweet potato pancakes keep
well in the fridge for up to four days and
three months in the freezer.
• Please keep in mind that nutritional
information is a rough estimate and can
vary greatly based on the products used
in the recipe.
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